
Will  Hercules  be  a  strong
asset for Bald Eagle Gold?
written by InvestorNews | February 8, 2022
I was all geared up to write a story about a junior gold miner
today based on the company name but upon digging a little deeper
I found that after a couple of transactions it’s now a silver
play. Correspondingly, I was prepared to take another stab at
gold technicals and the price impact on the underlying equites.
Instead,  we  are  now  talking  about  silver  where  my  trading
history in silver stocks is less than stellar to say the least.
When silver got caught up in the Reddit meme stock frenzy, I
thought  I’d  take  advantage  of  the  volatility  by  buying  the
underlying stocks and selling at, or even in the money covered
calls for huge premiums. I collected those huge premiums but
proceeded to learn a valuable lesson on how fast the liquidity
in meme stocks can dry up and how hard they can fall. In fact,
the silver names I participated in fell much further than where
they were trading before the meme frenzy took hold leaving me
well down on my overall trade, despite all the call premiums I
collected. With that said, I still believe in the underlying
fundamentals of the commodity itself and have confidence that as
an industrial metal that is part of the technology revolution,
silver will soar again. I just don’t know how long I’ll have to
wait to get back to break even.

But enough about me, let’s have a look at Bald Eagle Gold Corp.
(TSXV: BIG). As noted above, the Company came into being in
March, 2021 with the completion of the qualifying transaction
and subsequent amalgamation of CX One Inc. and Frontera Gold
Inc. This resulted in the principal asset of the Company being a
50% interest in the Hot Springs Gold project located between the
Battle  Mountain  and  Getchell  Comstock  Gold-Trend  in  north-
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central Nevada. However, it didn’t take long for Bald Eagle to
diversify its holdings substantially when on April 26, 2021, it
announced a binding letter of intent to acquire the right and
title to the Hercules Silver Property located in Washington
County, Idaho. The transaction to acquire the 100% interest in

the Hercules Property closed on August 10th followed by the sale
of its 50% joint venture interest in the Hot Springs property
for US$1.27 million in early October. And voila, Bald Eagle Gold
is now a prospective silver play.

A  subsequent  transaction  in  November,  2021  resulted  in  the
Company acquiring a 100% interest in the Leviathan Property
located immediately east of and adjoining the Company’s Hercules
silver property in Idaho. The deal expands Bald Eagle’s total
land position to 2,209 acres in this highly prospective area.
Which  begs  the  question,  what  makes  this  area  highly
prospective?  Well  let  me  tell  you.

Six mineralized areas have been identified along the 10,000 feet
(3,048 metres) of Hercules rhyolite underlying the length of the
Property. Following earliest drilling (1965) near the Hercules
Adit, surface drilling, guided by soil geochemistry, made it
clear that anomalous silver greater than one ounce per ton is
widespread in the Hercules rhyolite. Between 1965 and 1988 work
by eight companies resulted in thirteen drill programs and about
1,045 feet (319 metres) of lateral underground advance. The
drill programs produced 28 core holes, 43 underground percussion
holes and 236 reverse circulation rotary holes. Select results
from the Hercules Adit Area of the Property, include:

Source: Bald Eagle Gold Corp. website

The addition of the Leviathan property provides a much larger
land  package  of  prospective  ground  on  which  to  explore  and
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expand the currently known mineralization. Historical surface
sampling  indicates  that  the  silver  (+/-  lead-zinc)
mineralization  on  the  Hercules  Property  extends  onto  the
northern portion of Leviathan. Significant copper mineralization
is  also  present  within  the  volcanic  rocks  at  surface  on
Leviathan, suggesting a potential porphyry copper system may be
present at depth. Highlights from the Big Cut prospect located
in the southeast of the property include:

Source: Bald Eagle Gold Corp. Nov 16, 2021 Press Release

The  Company’s  stated  strategy  is  to  build  precious  metal
resources in recognized mining‐friendly jurisdictions and the
Fraser Institute ranks Idaho ninth for exploration and mining
investment out of 77 locations around the world. So that box is
ticked. Disposition of the Hot Springs gold working interest
increases the available capital pool to roughly C$2 million to
begin exploration of the Hercules/Leviathan property. With a
current market cap of just over C$10 million, a few good drill
holes could make for some exciting times at Bald Eagle Gold
Corp.

Prophecy  Development’s  John
Lee on the Gibellini Vanadium
Project in Nevada
written by InvestorNews | February 8, 2022
March 28, 2018 – “They are very eager to advance this project
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forward. In fact the state of Nevada at the PDAC conference in
Toronto just a week ago had the Gibellini project front and
center  on  the  first  page  of  their  brochure.”  states  John
Lee, CEO and Chairman of Prophecy Development Corp. (TSX: PCY |
OTCQX:  PRPCF),  in  an  interview  with  InvestorIntel’s  Peter
Clausi.

Peter Clausi: Last time we chatted I think was in December. 

John Lee: Around that timeframe; 3 or 4 months ago, yes. 

Peter Clausi: A lot has happened to the project since. First we
should remind our viewers it is a vanadium project. You have
three of them, but we are really talking about one of them. It
is in the lovely mining friendly state of Nevada. It has some
advanced permitting on it from prior owners.   

John Lee: That is correct Peter.

Peter Clausi: Tell us, what is the project called?

John Lee: The project’s name is Gibellini. It is located just
about 20 miles south of Eureka in the southern Battle Mountain
region in northeastern Nevada.

Peter Clausi: Right. You have Battle Mountain, Florida Canyon,
Mill City is that way.

John Lee: It is close to everywhere, but not too close to
nowhere. It is a 5-hour drive from Vegas, 3-hour drive from Reno
and 5-hour drive from Salt Lake City. I just recently made a
trip there. I traveled from all those three different locations
getting to the property.

Peter Clausi: What is happening at the project now?

John Lee: Peter when we last talked the project really has 4
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competitive  differentiators.  The  project  is  ideally  located.
According to the Fraser Institute it is one of the best places
to do mining investments in North America. That has not changed.

Peter Clausi: Nevada it is a great jurisdiction.

John Lee: Yes. The price of vanadium has gone up 40% since
January. Any addition to that is thanks to Donald Trump’s tax
policy. The corporate tax rate has dropped from 35% to 21%. The
project  has  a  feasibility  study  that  was  prepared  by  the
previous  operator  and  which  we  would  expect  to  announce  a
revision. The numbers so far look very, very promising. You have
a lower tax rate and higher metal prices that bode very well for
the project going forward. Not to mention, I think the other
thing  is  on  the  permitting,  the  previous  operator  also  did
extensive baseline studies. Nevada, even though it is mining
friendly,  but  the  permitting  aspect  is  not  for  the  faint
hearted. We had a huge leg up in that baseline studies and plan
of  operation  had  been  submitted  and  deemed  accepted  by  the
Bureau of Land and Management. I was just in Nevada. We sat down
with these guys. They are very eager to advance this project
forward. In fact the state of Nevada at the PDAC conference in
Toronto just a week ago had the Gibellini project front and
center on the first page of their brochure. We felt like the
permitting side is also making some advances as well as the
feasibility study, which we are looking to publish a revision
very soon within the next 30 days.

Peter Clausi: You had some pretty good news come out today. It
is the kind of news that some people will overlook and fail to
understand why it is so important. Tell us about that.

John Lee: Even though there is doldrums in this metals market we
generated a bit good volume. This morning we announced the news
of  our  technical  partnership  with  a  company  called  NWME,



Northwest  Nonferrous  Mining  Company…to  access  the  complete
interview, click here

Disclaimer: Prophecy Development Corp. is an advertorial member
of InvestorIntel Corp.
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